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Director
stresses
creativity

Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934

Room sign

Going nowhere fast

is changed
by director

Childrens’ center
needs more funds
By Gail Taylor
The SJSU Frances Gulland
Child Development Center is headed
in new directions this fall under the
leadership of its new director.
Holly Veldhuis, a teacher from
St. James Episcopal Early Childhood Education Center in San Francisco, is interested in children’s creative expression. The center allows
children to explore materials and to
decide what they’ll do with them
without direct supervision on how to
use the materials.
"What we’re trying to achieve is
making sure the children are learning and exploring their world," she
said.
Located at 10th and San Salvador streets, the center is next to St.
Paul’s Methodist Church. The
church rents space to the center and
has been very cooperative, Veldhuis
said.
"We’re both interested in making the neighborhood a nice place to
live," Veldhuis said. "The challenge
for me is trying to maintain balance
between children and the SJSU corn!, munity."
Veldhuis was appointed to the
position in August by Benjamin McKendall, associate dean of student
services.
"I think she has the kind of vision, communication skill and cornmitment that we need for the progrant," McKendall said. "She has a
strong sense for what the children
need and she is also a first-rate administrator."
Veldhuis plans to develop a network of support for the administrators of early childhood education.
111
"It’s a difficult job and can be
very isolating," Veldhuis said. "I
want to get administrators together
to support each other."
Her main goal, however, is to
ensure the stability of the school,
making certain the children are
carefully attended to and difficulties
are addressed and erased, she said.
The 10-year-old center is set up
entirely for the children of SJSU students.
"It’s not just for the children, it
allows me to be able to go to school
as well," said SJSU student Sam
Bon. "The center gives the children
a program where they can grow, it’s
monitored just like a school."
Even though the center is a convenient place for students to leave
their children, its not just a place
where children can come play, Veldhuis said.
"A lot of learning is going on:’
she said. "This age is a crucial period for developing a curiosity and
confidence in the children’s ability
to learn."
Veldhuis said there are 34 children between the ages of two and six
attending the center. There is a
waiting list of 30.
"The need on the campus is
very strong, but we cannot fill it because we don’t have the funds,"
Veldhuis said.
The center is largely funded by
Associated Students who allocated
$15,000 for the 1983-84 year. The allocontinued on page 6

Complaints cause change
By Jeff Barbosa
The director of the School ot Engineering’s Minority Engineering
Program denied Tuesday that the
MEP was discriminatory.
Some SJSU students have complained that a sign placed on the
door of Room 335, where the MEP is
located, violates the rights of nonminority students.
Before this summer the room
was used as a study room by engineering students. Over the summer
it was converted to an MEP room.
Joan Christen, an Industrial
Management Engineering senior,
filed a complaint with the university
ombudsman, S.T. Saffold. She requested the sign be changed. On
Monday Saffold ruled against the
complaint because the sign was not
discriminatory, in his opinion.
"The sign didn’t say ’minority
engineering students’ only," said
Anthony Cabreros, director of the
MEP. "It said ’MEP Students Only’
which is like saying Society of
Women Engineers only or any other
club."
The complaints have caused Cabreros to change the sign. The new
sign says:
Minority Engineering Program
MEP office and student center.
He said there have been non-minorilly students studying in the
MEP.
"If I see someone who is not a
minority studying in here, I can’t, in
good conscience, go up and say ’get
out of here,’ "Cabreros said.
Cabreros said when the program expands then there will be a
need, because of space, to restrict
students.
Cabreros said the MEP is designed to produce more minority engineers.
"Basically, it’s an effort to in-

Bradley died Saturday at Queen
of Angels Hospital, spokesman Greg
Potenza said Wednesday.
Bradley was a national and regional officer of the black separatist
organization Republic of New Africa, which has advocated establishment of an independent black republic in the southern United States.
A native of Pontiac, Mich.,
Bradley was a labor organizer in
Detroit in the 1940s and ’50s. It was

crease the number of competent and
qualified engineering students from
traditionally under-represented ethnic backgrounds," he said.
Cabreros said the MEP will provide some tutoring and counseling
for MEP students.
MEP students must apply to the
School of Engineering and meet the
school’s requirements, he said.
"They apply just like every
other student," he said. "They face
the same criteria and the same standards for admission."
Cabreros hopes the MEP will
provide the needed support to keep
minority engineering students in
college.
"Studies show the drop-out rate
among under-represented minority
groups are higher then the drop-out
rate of the general population of the
school," Cabreros said.
"The goal is to increase their
retention rate and their GPA to that
of the average engineering students," Cabreros said.
"This is a place where these
people can come to study. We create
a small community of students that
can support each other," he said.
Cabreros has been directing
SJSU’s minority engineering program since January 1983. He was
assistant director of UC Berkeley’s
MEP.
Seven California universities
currently have MEPs.
Cabreros said Cal State Northridge developed the first MEP in
1973.
Cabreros said the MEP receives
the majority of its funding from private industry. "The program is only going to
work if we get the support of the
university, the School of Engineering and industry," Cabreros
said.

Key court case
may redefine
college bias code

uevitacqua
Mark Garrett spins his wheels in a demonstration of the technique of roller riding,

Cancer claims publisher,
black activist Ed Bradley
EdLOS ANGELES iAPi
mond Bradley, a pioneer black editor and publisher who became a
pamphleteer and an outspoken advocate for improving the quality of
education of blacks and Latinos in
Los Angeles, has died of cancer.

Thursday, September 22,1983

then that he became active tr, the
black press.
He published the Detroit Eight
Miler, a weekly newspaper that focused on black community concerns, and with his older brother,
Raymond, started one of America’s
first magazines for blacks, the original Negro Digest.
Bradley came to Los Angeles in
1958 and opened a print shop on Vernon Avenue, the Bronze Book Shop,
which he owned until about a year
ago.
He published scores of articles
and pamphlets, including the controversial "Academic Assassination" in 1965, which charged that
continued on page 6

Garrett was taking part in an presentation
sponsored by the San Jose Bike Club.

By Jennifer Koss
Could SJSU discriminate in
some programs and still receive federal funds? The answer could come
with a Supreme Court decision expected this term in Grove City vs.
Bell.
At issue in the case is whether a
college or university should be required to sign an "assurance of compliance" form before receiving federal funds. Institutions signing the
form agree the money will not be
used in programs discriminating
against minorities, women and the
handicapped.
William Bradford Reynolds, assistant attorney general for civil
rights, has ruled that even though a

college is discriminating in certain
programs, it can still receive federal funds, said Congressman Don
Edwards, D-San Jose, chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee’s
subcommittee on civil and constitutional rights.
. "Clearly, that was not the intent
of Congress in enacting the Title VI,
Title IX and section 504 civil rights
provisions. Those provisions forbid
the use of federal monies by educational institutions which operate
programs discriminating against
minorities, women and the handicapped," Edwards said in a
statement released from his office.
continued on page 6

Professional model offers workshop
By Jennifer Koss
If you’ve got the looks SJSU has the class a
class in modeling that is.
SJSU’s continuing education department is
sponsoring a workshop in modeling for anyone
who is serious, or simply curious about the profession.
Tatiana Fedorczuk, who, along with her husband owns and operates L’Agence Models Talent
Agency in San Jose, will teach the course this
Saturday. The workshop will focus on modeling
as a full or part-time job, advantages, and disadvantages of the business and how to create a
portfolio. A slide show on posing is also featured.
Those who attend the class will visit the L’Agence studio and be photographed by freelance
photographer James Rosso, who will present
them with a proof sheet and an 8 X 10 photograph.

"It’s not only the looks that are important,
you have to have the right personality for this
business." Fedorezuk said. "It’s a very tough
business."
Born in Russia, Fedorczuk said she left when
she was 17 and lived in Scandinavia and Italy
before traveling to the United Slates. She has had
11 years of experience as a fashion and print
model in Europe and New York.
Although she has never appeared on the
cover of a major magazine, Fedorczuk has posed
for clothing catalogs.
Fedorczuk said that because she travels so
much she meets a lot of contacts. This enables
her to place many of L’Agence’s models on the
international market. She said L’Agence is the
only international agency in the area.
Fedorczuk’s agency, like her classes, is comprised of approximately 75 percent females and

25 percent males, she said.
Andrea Klatt is a 19-year -old San Jose resident who attended Fedorczuk’s seminar last semester.
After attending the seminar she paid $545 for
another course, which gave more modeling experience and some pictures for her portfolio. She
said Runner’s World is one of the magazines she
modeled for.
"It’s not exactly what I thought it was,"
Klatt said of the modeling business. "It takes a
lot of work."
Anyone interested in attending Fedorczuk’s
seminar should contact SJSU’s continuing education department. Saturday’s session costs $46
and will be held from 9a.m. to 4 p.m. in Business
Rm. 114.
A more advanced seminar, "Professional
Modeling Workshop," will be held from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m., Saturday Oct. 29.
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EDITORIAL

Leave grading up to teachers
spring the San Jose Unified Board of Educa
Last
lion changed the flunking grade of a high school
student to a "D," the first time in the district’s
427 -year history that the board has altered a student’s
grade.
Within the next less weeks the California Teachers
’
Association is expected to file a lawsuit in Santa Clara
County Superior Court against the district.
Once again the issue of teacher smereignty over the
...trade book has surfaced.
This is not the first time a student and a teacher
have ended up having the student’s grade decided by a
judge.
Unfortunately . it will be not be the last time either.
Several cases have reached California courts in recent sears, including one from SJSU.
The case, one of the few and most recent involving
this university , and the subsequent decision by Superior
Court Judge William J. Fernandez sums up our position
On the issue.
The case involved Professor Serena Wade Stanford
and one of her students. Laura Hylton, who wanted her
4.- to an "A,"
’grade changed from a it,
Ilyiton’s grievance went to SJSL"s Academic
.
Fairness Committee and then on to Hobert W. Burns.
then academic vice president, who has the final say in
"iuch cases.
Burns ruled in favor of Wade Stanford. Hylton then
kook her case to the Santa Clara County Superior Court.
The decision by Fernandez, dated April IS. 1982.
:
Mated: "There is no contract right to a grade. A grade
depends on objective factors like testing plus the subjectis e evaluation of a teacher regarding the abilities and
achievements of the student. Thus where an evaluation
a student’s test results and eventual grade is not
Shown to be palpably achieved by arbitrary means,
mistake, fraud, bad faith, or incompetency, a grade set
by a teacher of a student is not subject to the court’s
intrusion of its own subjective evaluation of a student’s
achievements."
Fernandees decision is in line with section 49065 of
the California Education Code, which states that school
hoards may not order grade changes unless there is
evidence of "clerical mistakes, fraud, bad faith or in-

competency ."
More important than the legal aspects of the judge’,
decision, he calls attention to the role of the court, or in
this instance its lack of a role, in these types of cases.
Simply stated, judges are not educators and therefore have no business evaluating student achievement.
By no means do we intend to belittle Ilyllon’s fight
for a grade she believes was owed her.
On the contrary, university systems have forced
students to place a great emphasis on grades. :After all,
a student’s (PA is considered before acceptance to
graduate school, and Hylton had her eye 1.1 Berkeley’s
graduate school.
Ideally, students and teachers should develop an
open, honest and professional rapport. %%lien this happens, both the student and the instructor have little
doubt which grade is equitable.
Obviously, this is not always possible.
During the 1981-82 school year. SJSU’s Academic
F’airness Committee heard 125 cases involving student,
who wanted their grades changed. The committee,
made up of students and faculty, was specifically
formed to handle such problems.
Figures on exactly how many students get their
grades changed by the committee each semester was
not available from the Office of Admission and Records.
One supervisor did say, however, that roughly 25 students per semester get their grades changed by the
fairness committee.
The committee members are an integral part of the
educational process. The courts, even the school boards,
are not. This does not mean, however, the committee
should evaluate students.
Students should fight for a grade they feel they deserve. If this means taking their case to Superior Court
to determine if the Education Code has been violated, so
be it.
If no clear violation of the Education Code exists,
the case should be dropped.
School boards, the fairness committee, and certainly the courts, should not involve themselves in evaluating student classwork.
by
Students’ grades include subjective evaluar
the instructor, and with the instructor it should remain.
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Everywhere I turn these days I see them. They
yome at me from all directions and there’s no escape.

Whether I’m in front of the Student Union or near the old
:Science Building, there’s no place to hide.
It’s female flesh in fashion and the fad is catching
and spreading like wildfire.
This fad is referred to as "The Raped Look" Fe’ -males removing the necklines of their sweatshirts and
T-shirts and draping them off one shoulder.
Inspired by the fame of the motion picture "Flash.
-dance," the female race is hopping on the Jennifer
Ileals bandwagon.
Beals. the film’s star, graces the advertisements, as
-well as the movie soundtrack, with a pose of her in an
’:oversized, gray sweatshirt draped off her left shoulder.
=
Whether or not Beals started the trend is irrelevant.
lloweyer, what females are doing to an American instijution. the sweatshirt, is irreverent.
With just a few snips of the scissors, females deface
:a member of a lineup that includes baseball, hot dogs
and apple pie.
=
Apparently, thousands of females are suffering
.1hrough an identity crisis. When they put on their sweat3hirts in the morning and slide the neckline off the shoutjler, whammo! It’s Jennifer Beals they see in the mir.Tor.
The irony of the trend is that females are promoting
.bne of their biggest social fears rape. This, though, is
NOT the intent of the ones who sport this look. They

blaming nature.
With warm weather, people tend to select clothes
that suit the climate. Nice weather should not be an

excuse to wear ridiculous articles of clothing, but more
often-than-naught, it is. When it’s hot outside, we tend to
wear as little clothing as possible, and sometimes the
worst.
Some of us experience the displeasure of looking at
some guy’s scrawny, hairy, pencil -thin legs just because
he feels like staying cool and comfortable.
That’s the great thing about fashion, though. There
are few rules.
Hence, comfort is the one of the keys to fashion and
any "raped look" wearer will tell you, "It’s comfortable."
Don’t believe her.
Sweatshirts have been the old standby of American
wardrobes for ages. You never, saw Robert Young on

"Father Knows Best" kissing his daughter Betty on the
cheek with her shoulder exposed by her sweatshirt.

Wally Cleaver never dated the "raped look" girls.
Luckily Marsha, Jan and Cindy Brady wore thein sweatshirts the "real" way.
But that’s fashion for you. It’s constantly changing.
Designers try to stay abreast of all the latest trends.
They need to know what’s in, what’s out, what’s going to
sell and what’s going to flop.
These are the questions that fashion experts constanty ask themselves. Keeping in tune with what’s popular is the name of the game. With the diversified fashion tastes the public possesses, it’s hard to picture I.
Magnin, The Gap or thrift shops folding.
But that’s no reason to condone the actions of those
who snip away at a conservative, yet versatile item in a
majority of drawers around the nation. Everyone owns
a sweatshirt only now it’s no longer the steady and
consistent companion to female wardrobes that it once
was. Now it’s snip, snip a work of art, fashion.
There appears to be no end to this invasion of this
"off the shoulder" attitude. Women have given a new
meaning to the nine-dollar Sears ’sweatshirt. When November and December roll around, females will have to
adhere to a more drab dress code and give my eyes a
rest from this insanity.
Excuse me while I slash the belt loops and pockets
off the left side of my Levi’s.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
If going to jail stops killings,
=reader can bear rudeness
Editor:
In reply to Michael Faber’s letter on Sept. 20, I too
care deeply about freedom of speech in America, and
working for a society in which all viewpoints are
:iteard.
Maybe leftists are working, too.
lie assumes the U.S. government gives dissenting
-viwes equal time. and does not just seek platforms to
=justify their present courses.
:
He is appalled by the "rudeness of U.C. Berkeley
jeftists by shouting down U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirk 1m I rick ."
Is it not rude that we are sending money to a govern tent that is killing its own people?
Is it not rude that more than one million people out
:If a country of five million people are refugees?
Is it not rude that killing opposition people has been
primary solution our government has for El Salvador?

Maybe there are values more deeply American and
more liberating than politeness and emotional non-involvment
If getting involved in the suffering of human beings
will stop the killings, then I can bear a little rudeness.
Sharon Kelly
Art
seniew

Real men don’t get hangovers,
claims the Men’s Center
Editor:
This is addressed to Craig Carter’s "Men’s Weak"
column.
When we read your article, we were filled with such
discontent that we wept bitterly.
Craig. your article proved that you have not the
foggiest notion of what the Men’s Center is about.
Daily, we bust out guts trying to clarify our stand on
what men should be; how they should act, what they
should do, and what their goals are.
Yet still you people get us wrong
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by Berke Breathed

Criag, you yellow journalistic swine, the group you
protrayed could not have been our men’s center.
You said that on Friday during the "Men’s Weak"
all events were canceled due to hangovers.
We were appalled.
Don’t you know real men don’t get hangovers?
The Men’s Center
Manny Traver,
Nate Beaton
Bob !Masi!

Greg Ruppert
Rick Spargo

Student calls teacher’s letter
’sharply sarcastic’ and brutal
Editor:
Two students, Scott Savage and Karen Hester, submitted letters concerning whether or not it is appropriate to sacrifice one’s own welfare, through willing improsonment or fasting, for an issue of worldwide
importance. Both students cared enough to take a stand.
One English teacher, a Mr. Chaldecott, submitted a
sharply sarcastic and rather brutal letter with no point
beyond the implication that both students are fools.
He sarcastically encourages Karen Hester to fast to
death and he makes fun of Scott Savage’s name. What
we have is an English teacher attacking students for
taking the effort to express their opinions in written for
to the public.
What matters to Mr. Chaldecott?
What does he care about?
Vii moot% nom,

OH NO.

English Illapo

Letters
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The forum page is your page. The Daily
encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.

SJSU women bare shoulders and invade campus
rationalize their physical seduction ploys by unwittingly

. NO

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, gram mar and libel

Craig Carter

The Kitchen
Conflict
My kitchen terrifies me.

It’s in control and it knows it. I can’t afford to
eat out all the time, I depend on it to house and cook
my daily meals, and my kitchen knows it. It uses
this power to lure me into its confines and commit
horrible crimes upon my mind and body.
Yesterday, like every day, it burned me. I held
a match up to a burner. This mere act, considered
peaceful in many good Christian homes across the

nation, infuriated the stove, and enticed it to spit
flame all over my arm ins blatant act of unpleasantry..
Admittedly the match was lit, but one hardly
expects a stove to be heat -sensitive. My stove subscribes to the "fight flame with inferno" sense of
justice.
I now eat slot of Grape Nuts.
When my stove isn’t trying to fry me, my refrigerator is trying to coldcock me.
I’m more afraid of the refrigerator than lam of
the stove. While both the stove and oven have the
power to permanently disfigure me. I can merely
ignore them and they pose no threat at all.
But I have to deal with the refrigerator every
day. I can’t ignore it, or the food will spoil. And the
refrigerator knows I have to store the milk in it sal
can eat the cereal teat to avoid the stove.
The fridge, snickering all the while, freezes the
milk. I retaliate and increase the temperature
which liquifies the milk, but spoils the meat. Reducing the temperature creates an ice chunk of a size
not seen since the last ice age. The ferocious frost
then invades the freezer and bullies the ice cream.
Eventually this frost engulfs the freezer box
and pushes open the main door so that I can’t close
it. The meat spoils. Of course the ice melts too, but
this is hardly comforting since I know that in the
eyes of the kitchen appliances, the frost is a hero.
Martyrs are always heroes in wartime.
Even germ warfare is not beyond my refrigerator. The unassuming cream I put on the top shelf in
plain view in August, sneaks down to the lower back
corner and emerges as a curdled, noxious smelling
new lifeform in September.
Clearly the refrigerator is more sophisticated
than the stove, and thus, more dangerous.
When I go into hiding from the ’fridge, I shop at
the Co-op a lot, and live on raw grain that I can
store in the cupboard. I don’t have to cook and I
don’t have to chill. With the cupboard,! feel safe.
Until I remember that the cupboards hate me
most of all.
It’s a rare day when at least one cupboard door
doesn’t fly open and backslap my face. Or my
temple. Or where my head meets my neck.
When the kitchen is feeling particularly cruel,
it launches a ground strike, and sends out those two
jungle fighters beneath the sink to whip out and
stab me where it counts.
I have uncovered evidence that the kitchen cupboards have conspired with the rest of my household’s furniture to form a cruel alliance, a furniture
S.W.A.T. team out to maim.
Somewhere along the line, the furniture at my
house got tired of being sat on, shut up, and being
left home alone all day. Led by the end tables is
sadistic duo with a shin fetish), they’ve developed
into a sophisticated team that can, arid will, attack
me in any room, at any time.
Lately, I’ve noticed they’ve even recruited
some help from furniture and appliances in neighboring homes.
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
column appears every Monday and Thursday.
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California in A.D. 2020

COMICS
MARTIN THE SPARTAN

ir Forecast shows 13 million more citizens in state
CaliforSACRAMENTO ( AP
nia will have 36.8 million people in the
year 2020 and more than half the 13
million increase will be in six Southern California counties, the state Finance
predicted
Department
Wednesday.
The forecast, which incorporates
1980 federal census figures, projects 2
million more Californians by 2020
than the department’s last estimate
in 1977. It is also 2.6 percent higher
than a recent federal forecast, the
department said.
Population gains are projected
for all 58 counties except San Francisco, which is predicted to decline

Irom 680,800 residents in 1980 to 626,700 in 2020
The report also said Los Angeles
County will grow from just under 7.5
million people to 9 million. while San
Diego County will overtake Orange
County as the second most populous,
with nearly 3.5 million residents to
just over 3 million.
During the same period, the Central Valley area, including the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys, will
increase from 13.7 percent to 16.2 percent of the state’s population, while
the nine San Francisco Bay area
counties will drop from 21.8 percent

to 184 percent of the total, the forecast said.
The department said its forecast
assumed that women will continue to
bear an average of 1.9 children in
their lifetime, that the state’s death
rate will decline, and that 167.000
more people will come into California
than leave it each year.
The report said California had
23,771,000 people in 1980 and will have
36,862,000 in 2020, an average increase of 1.4 percents year.
Of the total increase, nearly 7
million is projected in the counties of
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Diego and Ventura.
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Local residents who depend on
roadside commerce are worried the
highway might be closed next summer during the Olympic Games in
Los Angeles and the Democratic National Convention 400 miles north in
San Francisco.
Caltrans officials have said if this
year’s winter storms are as bad as
last year’s. the road could be closed
again next year.

Herbert Filipponi, a Caltrans
maintenance engineer, said a considerable amount of rock was found in
the slide, requiring bulldozer-ripping
and blasting with dynamite.

York Stale College of
Human Ecology at Cornell
in Ithaca, N.Y., said he
used "an opportunity -cost
concept which says that
the value of anything to
you iS what you had to give
up to get it."
Bryant based his findings on families with two
parents and two children.
"This way the typical family, even though it’s going
fast," he said "It’s kind of

the mythical average family."
Bryant calculated the
worth of the work done by
full-time housewives and
by women who are employed outside the home.
"The particular way
we got the value of the time
for full-time housewives
goes like this," he said.
"We tried to estimate the
lowest wage rate that it
would take to induce the

ON THIS DATE:
(API

Today
is
Thursday. Sept. 22, the
265th day of 1983. There are
100 days left in the year.
Today’s highlight in
history:
On Sept. 22, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln ispreliminary
the
sued
Emancipation Proclamation.
On this date:
In 1776, Nathan Hale
was hanged as a spy by the
British, and he uttered the
words: "I only regret that I
have but one life to lose for
my country."
In 1927, Gene Tunney
successfully defended his

heavyweight boxing title
against Jack Dempsey in
the famous long-count bout
in Chicago.
In 1949, the Soviet
Union exploded its first
atomic bomb, four years
after the first U.S. nuclear
detonation.
And in 1981, the world’s
fastest train made its inaugural run, reaching speeds
of up to 156 mph on the 300mile route from Paris to
Lyons, France.
Five years ago: U.S.
civilian and military aircraft were engaged in a
major relief effort in hurricane-ravaged Honduras.
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don’t have
to go this far to fix your import.
Your Beck/Arnlev Foreign Car
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PlieCiOn - Foreign auto parts
Student Discounts

2274 Alum Rock,
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One year ago: Emergency
legislation
was
passed by Congress and
signed by President Reagan to force striking locomotive engineers back to
work.
Today’s
birthdays:
Actor-director John Houseman is 81. Singer Debby
Boone is 27.
Thought
for today:
"No mind is thoroughly
well organized that is deficient in a sense of humor."
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, English poet 117721834).

lull -time housewife to go
into the labor market."
The researchers took into
account the wages that
women are offered as well
as individual factors like
household size.
"Of course that lowest
wage rate will vary from
woman to woman, depending on how many children
she is, how old she is, how
many years of education
she has, etc., etc., etc. But
on the average, it comes
out to about $7," Bryant
said.
The labor of women
who already are employed
outside the home is worth a
little less
between $5 and
$6 an hour. "The wage rate
they’re making is a reasonable estimate of what
we believe their time is
worth in the household,"
said Bryant.
In a separate study.
that
Bryant
estimated
married women
employed and unemployed
spend an average of 5.8
hours a day on home-related tasks. That works out
to almost 42 hours a week,
which is worth $294 at $7 an
hour.
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Study puts price on housework
Don’t sneer at
AP)
housework.
The household labor of
women who devote their
time to taking care of their
homes and families is
worth an average of $7 an
hour or about $300 for a
- typical week of chores,
according to new studies
from Cornell University.
Keith Bryant, a professor of consumer economics
and housing in the New
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He said work has slowed to four
feet a day.
The slides have forced people living to the south, especially at Partington Ridge, logo many miles out of
their way for the necessities of life.
They can take their cars south, then
east across Fort Hunter Liggett to
King City or Salinas to shop.
A pathway has been cut across
the slide if people want to walk north
of the highway.
Caltrans says there have been
proposals to use lights to allow crews
to work at night.
"We’ve looked into it," said Filipponi. We rejected it on the basis of
safety. We feel we can’t adequately
light the slide area."

A
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LEAF NOTES

Hwy. 1 opening in limbo
Caltrans wanted an Oel 29 reopening of the famous road at Julia
Pfeiffer Burns State Park, some 15
miles south of Big Sur. Now, they say
they are hoping to reopen the road by
"the middle of November."
Two big mudslides of about 2.7
million cubic yards, spawn of last
winter’s storms, lie on the coastal
route that skirts the Pacific Ocean.
The slides are being removed by men
using 24 bulldozers 13 hours a day
seven days a week.

DEAN FORTUNATI
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BIG SUR f AP)
A
mudslide closed section of scenic Coast Highway 1 south of Big Sur, renowned as
one of the most dramatic roadways in
the world, probably will not open
until November, says the state Department of Transportation
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Lady Spartans confuse Fresno spikers
Ice, McMahon lead SJSU
By John Ormsby

( handler

Arlene Ringer and Lisa Ice team up for a block in Tuesday’s win over Fresno State. The Lady Spartans face
four nationally ranked teams, including number three Stanford, in this weekend’s Spartan Shops Invitational.
Other teams are (’al Poly-SI.0 (sixth), Santa Barbara (15th) and Texas (17th).

The SJSU women’s volleyball team,
taking aim at a Spartan Shops Invitational
title. swept past a confused Fresno State
squad Tuesday night at Spartan Gymnasium.
"It wasn’t much of a tune-up," said
coach Dick Montgomery of the fifty-six
minute match. "They didn’t play as well
as they’re capable of playing." The scores
were 15-6,15-5 and 15-3.
If it’s competition Montgomery
craves, his Lady Spartans will get plenty
this weekend when four nationally ranked
teams vie for the tournament title. For
now, the Lady Spartang could enjoy a
laugher.
The match was never close as SJSU
came back from a 3-0 deficit to win the
first game 15-6. They never looked back.
The disorganized Lady Bulldogs could not
handle the serving and blocking of the aggressive Lady Spartans.
SJSU was led by sophomore outside
hitter Lisa Ice and junior mictle blocker
Mandy McMahon. Ice collected thirteen
kills and a .550 hitting percentage and McMahon accounted for thirteen kills and a
.667 hitting percentage.
Ice also picked Fresno State apart
with some laser serves, recording six

service aces
The Lady Spartans seemed ready to
forget Fresno State and concentrate on
this weekend’s tournament.
"They really didn’t play well," said
team captain Kim Kayser, "but we never
gave them a chance. They couldn’t handle
our serves and we had some strong blocks
that really broke their spirit."
"It wasn’t much of a tune-up," Kayser
said, refering to the tournament, "but
we’ll be ready. We can’t wait to play Stanford"
"They don’t seem to play well against
us," setter Teri DeBusk said. "We’ll have
all we can handle this weekend, though."
Montgomery is pleased with his
team’s progress.
"We’re ready for the tournament,":
the coach said. "We had Fresno’s number
tonight. They’ve been playing pretty well,
but once we put the pressure on them, they
fell apart."
The Lady Spartans ran away in the
final game despite substituting freely.
"We have a lot of depth, and it’s niceto get everyone in the game," Montgomery said. "Maybe they were looking ahead
to their next match in Hawaii. If they don’t
play better than this, its going to be a long
trip."

SPARTAGUIDE

The art final was a 6-foot painting.
Your friends helped
you pass with flying colors.

The Associated Students and Spartan Shops are holding a voter registration from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. everyday
until Friday in front of the Student Union. For more information contact either Krista, Patti or Larry at 277-3201.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will have a potluck and
general meeting 4:30 to 6 p.m. today in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union. Contact Frank or Laura at
288-7641 for further information.
The Biology Students Association has a meeting
today at 1:30 p.m. in DH 346.
Student Health Services is sponsoring a Health Infor:
mation Booth which offers a free blood pressure check
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today on the first floor of the.
Student Union. Health Education Films (10 minutes long)
will also be shown. For more information, contact Oscar
Battle at 277-3622 or 277-2222.
The Akbayan Club has a bake sale today from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in front of the Student Union. Contact Frank 9888994 or Manolo 272-9084 for more information.
Beta Alpha Psiwill have a Career Day from 1 to 3 p.m.
and a Wine and Cheese Social from 3 to 5 p.m. tomorrow
in the Business Faculty Lounge. For more information
contact Vivian Matsumoto 277-8316.
The Campus Ministry will have a noon luncheon Meet
’n Eattoday at the Campus Christian Center. Dr. Richard
Keady, who proposed courses on campus dealing with the
issue of peace,is the guest speaker. Contact Norb Firnha ber 298-0204 for more information.
The Society of Automotive Engineers will have a free
beer and pizza meeting tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. at Aeronautics Building Rm 112 and "a local watering hole".
Contact Geraldine Wilmot 358-2424 for more information.
Eta Phi Beta, a sorority of business and professional
women, will have a rush this evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Guadalupe Room.
The Native American Students Organization is sponsoring a benefit concert and dance for the D.Q.U.
statewide M.E.C.H.A. conference and the Dennis Banks
Defense Committee tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. For more information contact Alan
Leventhal or Judy DeMaria at 277-2479.
A presentation on the NASA/LOCKHEED-developed
space telescope by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers will be held 12:30 today in Engineering 121.
Contact Steve Hanssen 251-0169 for more information.
Psi Chi will be having a membership drive from 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. today through Sept. 30 at the wooden
table corner of DMH and the Computer Center. For more
information contact Aaryn Zundell 267-1077.
The Community Committee for Internation Students
will be providing service for international students 1 to 3
p.m. today in Administration 206. For more information
contact Phil Ha najaki 277-2009 or 279-4575.
The SJSU Shoto-Kan Karate Club is changing their
day for training from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday to the same
time Friday, beginning tomorrow. For more information,
contact Carol Hernandz, 629-0421 evenings.

PERRY THORSELL
Upper Pad in the
Student Union
1 2 noon -- 1 o’clock
Sept. 22, THURS.
MI

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta blended
surrealistically with a cascade of vermilion,
occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt
blue and what do you have? What else: "The
Birth of the Universe:’
It’s the painting that completed your
art final, and frankly, you couldn’t
have done it by yourself.
Afterwards, it’s time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. You
owe them at least a few
Lowenbraus, not to mention the
laundry bill

NUSRAT SWEETS
RESTAURANT
Best Indian Food For Less
tomb, Beef, Chicken 8 Vegetable Curries
iio George St.
San Jose, CA

Lowenbrau.Here’s to good friends.
1983 Beer Brewed in U S A by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. WI

293-8832

2595 The Alameda
Santo Clara, CA

244-0794
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Cardinal, Spartans to use
defense for a change

SJSU FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS

DAD ALWAYS)
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BROTHER STEVE PLAYS FOR
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LEADS SPARTAN
RECEIVERS IN 3

S.J. S. UJ PASS ROSH HAS
SACKED THE OPPOSING
G8s. IS" TIMES THIS SEASON

FATHER BILL PLAYED FOR
STATE IN THE EARLY ’SO’S.

CATEGORIES

A MINOR SETBACK, BUT WE’RE STILL IN THE RACE./)
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ipartans meet third ranked
ardinal in weekend tourney

hardly enough to take the pressure
off of quarterbacks Steve Cottrell
and John Paye.
"The main problem with our
running game is probably the blocking of our offensive line," Wiggin
said. "I would like to see the offensive line play up to its potential a
little more
One member of the Cardinal offensive line will have a little added
incentive Saturday. Steve Aimonetti
will be the starting left tackle that’s nothing new, but Steve’s
brother John will be making his
first start as a Spartan at offensive
tackle.
Wiggin has yet to make a decision on who his quarterback will be
against SJSU - that all depends on
how soon Cottrell’s ankle heels. Cottrell was forced to leave the Illinois
game in the second quarter with an
ankle injury and started practicing
Wednesday.
"Steve Cottrell did a fine job for
us while he was in," Wiggin said. He
pointed out that although his statistics were not all that impressive,
Cottrell was hurt by several crucial
penalties. One of those penalties occurred on the first play of the game,
when an 84-yard touchdown pass
was called back because of an illegal motion penalty.
"It’s going to be a dogfight - it
always is," Wiggin said. "I don’t
know why, but they ( the Spartans)
come after us like you can’t believe."
Elway had the answer.
"It has something to do with the
close proximity and the different
character of the two schools. We
take a lot of pride in our schedule
and this is a big game for us."

Jack Elway said. "They have come
together and as we go on, they are
going to have to maintain the tempo
and continue to improve."
Wiggin added: "San Jose has
great quickness on defense. It will
be an intense football game because
they do some interesting things."
The play of the linebackers has
definitely been interesting for Spartan fans. Outside linebackers Terry
McDonald and Ted Hughes, along
with inside backers Mike Maurer
and Dave Albright, were the main
reason that Cal’s Gilbert found himself on the ground as often as he did.
In the past few years, StanfordSJSU games have always been exciting, high-scoring affairs. Last
year that was the case in the Spartans’ 35-31 win. On the second play of
the game, quarterback Steve Clarkson handed off to flanker Tim
Kearse, who threw an 84-yard touchdown pass to Tony Smith.
"I just got finished looking at
the films of last year’s game and it’s
unbelievable the way they (the
Spartans) played," Wiggin said.
"He (Elway) has a brilliant offensive concept. He tries to lure you
into one situation and take advantage by running something else.
"It’s a ’Catch 22’ scheme because he spreads the field out and
can do just about anything."
Clarkson, Kearse and Smith are
not in Elway’s arsenal this season,
but Wiggin does not have John
Elway, Vincent White or Mike Dotterer either.
The loss of White and Dotterer
has caused problems to the Cardinal
running game. In the first two
games, the Cardinal has a net rushing total of just 43 yards. That’s

By Pat Sangimino
Defense is something traditionally lacking in a Stanford-SJSU football game.
However, when these two teams
meet Saturday at Stanford Stadium,
don’t expect the offenses to control
things. Both teams are coming off
disappointing losses and hope to get
back on track this week. Stanford
dropped a 17-7 decision to Illinois,
while the Spartans lost to California
30-9.
While both offenses have had
trouble moving the ball, something
unusual for Stanford and SJSU, the
defenses have performed spectacularly.
In its first two games of the season, the Cardinal defense allowed
Oklahoma and Illinois - two teams
known for potent offenses - just
three touchdowns.
But while it has not allowed opponents to get in the endzone very
often, the Cardinal defense has
given up far too many yards - 846
yards in two games. Coach Paul
Wiggin is concerned.
"I’m not happy about the yards
that we gave up in the first two
games," he said, "but the name of
the game is keeping the other team
out of the endznne and I’d have to
say that we’ve dore a good job of
that. Giving up just three touchdowns against Oklahoma and Illinois is not too bad."
Meanwhile, the Spartans come
off a nine-sack performance against
Cal. Bear quarterback Gale Gilbert
was running for his life the entire
game and the Spartans held Cal to
just 238 yards of total offense.
"I’m really proud of our defense
in the Cal game," Spartan coach

i.ISU’s 12th ranked volleyball team hosts four other ranked squads in the Spartan Shops Invitational
y John Ormsby
The Lady Spartans
Bye waited all summer to
r.,t a shot at Stanford.
hey’ll get their chance
riday at 8 in the first
ight of the seventh annual
piartan Shops Tournarent .
The match is an imporrd one for SJSU, who
opped two matches to
e Cardinal last season.

"We owe them," team
Kayser said.
TheyKim
fhey beat us twice last
ason and we’d really like

to turn it around against
them this year."

hands of top ranked Hawaii
in Honolulu.

Said Teri DeBusk, "Its
hard to single out one
match when you have so
many great teams in the
tournament, but we want
to beat them very badly.
We owe them from last
year."

Stanford will be shooting for the tournament title
after three years as the
runner-up.

It will be no easy task
for the 12th ranked Lady
Spartans. The Cardinal entournament
the
ters
ranked third in the nation.
Stanford is 0-2, but their
only two losses came at the

The question this season for the Cardinal will be
leadership. No one questions their talent.
"We lost some leadership to graduation," said
Cardinal
coach
Fred
Sturm, referring to departed four-year starters

Deanna Boyette, Jenyth
Gearhart and Kisi Haim.
"We’ll be looking for some
of the older girls to assume
a leadership role."
’
Sturm will count on seniors Karl Rush and Julie
Baker to stabilize his
young team.
"Karl is the emotional
leader of the team," Sturm
said. "She is one of the
most consistently talented
setters I’ve ever worked
with. Her play often goes
unnoticed by outsiders, but
we couldn’t play without

her.
"Julie is a pressure
player," he said. "She
played well in crucial
games last year, and we
hope she can set an example for the younger players."
So much for the leadership. Now for the talent.
Stanford has plenty of it.

with the game as one of the
premier players in the
country. Oden was named
to the All -America first
team and made the AllTournament twin in every
tournament she played in
last year.
According to Sturm,
Oden has only begun to
show her potential.

Leading the Cardinal
attack will be 6-foot -2 middle blocker Kim Oden. The
sophomore led the team in
kills, hitting percentage
and blocks last year, and is
regarded by those involved

"What sets Kim apart
is that there is so. much
room for development," he
said. "She is just a natural
for this game. Her unique
athletic ability, her temperament and her court

sense all combine to make
her a real threat on the
court."
Sturm is also high on
setter Deidra Dvorak and
outside hitter Susan Compton.
"Dvorak has the potential to be one of the best
setters in the country,"
Sturm said. "She has a tremendous knowledge of the
game."
"Compton is an aggressive and very talented
power hitter and we expect
big things from her," he
said.

In addition to all that
returning talent, Sturm
also managed to land a few
top newcomers. Barbra
Fontana, Sharon Johnson
and Brooke Hahner could
all figure in the Cardinal
future.
Fontana and Johnson
will be counted on for their
quickness and ball -handling. Hahner, one of the nations top recruits last year
will play at outside hitter
or middle blocker.
"Brooke’s
power
should be a great asset to
this year’s team," said
Sturm.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TA ALPHA P515 CAREER DAY will
be on Sept 22.1 1 in the Business
Faculty Lounge followed by our
Wine and Ch... Social at 3 One
of the speakers will be Kelly Mc
G.nnts of Career Planning and
Placement
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Ruling will affect schools
continued from page 1
"The Department of Education is going ahead and
giving funds to universities that are discriminating
against minorities." Edwards said Tuesday
"If a college or university discriminates against
women or minorities, all federal funds should be cut off."
Karen Hester. SJSU Women’s Center spokesman declined to comment on the ruling pending further investigation, but of Reagan’s policies she said. "He doesn’t
have a big concern about minorities and women getting
an education."
Tee Sweet, president of Santa Clara County National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, said
the organization maintains close contact with lobbyists in
Washington. D.C. and with Reps. Edwards and Norm
Mineta, 1)-San Jose, but has been unable to prevent the
loss of black school teachers’ jobs in San Jose due to
Reagan’s cutbacks.
"Every once in a while. he Reagan) comes out in
favor of discrimination," Sweet said.
However. Sweet said she thinks the Supreme Court
will decide in favor of having an assurance of compliance
against discrimination.
The ruling "is just another example that the Reagan
administration’s rhetoric of strong commitment to and
enforcement of this nation’s civil rights laws is just that
rhetoric," Edwards said.

Room with a view

-The Reagan administration is taking an extraordinary step to dismantle our civil rights laws, even while
the issue is before the Supreme Court." he said. The case
should be decided by November, Edwards said.
Grove City vs. Bell "started prior to ’Secretary of
Education) Bell," said an Edwards aide. "It may have
been back in the Carter administration."
The Carter administration favored the requirement
that universities sign compliance forms, she said. It held
an institutional -wide approach that regarded discrimination in one program as an infection that is likely to infect
the entire university, she said.
But the Reagan administration is taking the narrowest approach in viewing discrimination in one area as
having no effect on federal funding for the university as a
whole.
The problem with this narrow viewpoint is that federal funds are granted to universities in lump sums, with.
distribution being left in the hands of university administrators. It is therefore difficult to tell whether funds are
being used in discriminatory programs. Edwards’ aide
said.
Implications of the new ruling are that "it allows
taxpayers’ money to be used contrary to the statute
against discrimination," she said, "and the federal government says ’we wash our hands.’ "

U.S. delegate asked to resign
after saying U.N. should leave
Arms control caucus ’shocked’ by Lictenstein’s statement
AP)
WASHINGTON
A group of House members is calling fur the resigCharles
nation
of
Lichenstein, the United
Nations delegate who suggested that dissatisfied
U.N. members consider
leaving New York and taking the United Nations with
them.
In a statement drafted
by the House arms control
and disarmament caucus
and scheduled for release
today, the representatives
said they were shocked by
Lichenstein’s remark Sunday.
"We believe that this
statement reflects Mr.
Lichenstein’s outright hostility to the goals and operations of the United Nations, and proves that he is
unfit to represent our coun-

try in that body," they
said. "We therefore call for
his immediate resignation."
The group also said it
wants the secretary of
state to "officially retract
the comments of Mr.
Lichenstein and fully clarify US, policy toward the
United Nations."
Nineteen House members had signed the
statement by Tuesday evening, with others expected
to sign on today.
Rep. Bob Edgar, D’
Pa., called Lichenstein’s
remark outrageous "even
if you think the U.N. should
be in Geneva or somewhere else at some future
time."
Lichenstein said Sunday that if certain United
Nations members felt they

were being treated unfairly, they should "seriously consider removing
themselves and this organization from the soil of the
United States."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R Pa., blasted Lichenstein in
remarks during a television program taping and
on the Senate floor, though
he did not ask for his resignation.
"If this country is to
decide that we don’t want
the United Nations in New
York, that’s a congressional decision to be signed by
the president," Specter
said during the taping.
He said the chief ambassador, Jeane Kirkpatrick, "should be spanking
and reprimanding that

*******************************************i
*
I.

Len Bevilacqua

guy. He’s not in a position
to express U.S. policy like
that. That’s up to Congress."
The following House
members had signed the
statement
calling
for
Lichenstein’s resignation:
Don
Edwards,
DCalif.; Bob Edgar, D-Pa.;
Howard Wolpe, D-Mich.:
John Seiberling, D-Ohio;
Anthony Beilenson, DCalif.; George Miller, DCalif.; Sala Burton, DCalif.; Barbara Boxer, D’
Calif.; James Oberstar, DMinn.; Doug Walgren, DPa.: Robert Kastenmeier,
D-Wis.; James Scheuer, DN.Y.; Peter Kostmayer, DPa . : Julian Dixon, D’
Calif.; Gerald Studds, DMass.: Berkley Bedell, DIowa ; Edward Markey, DMass.: Dave Bonior, B’
Mich.: Pat Schroeder, DColo,

Students grab a shady spot to study and beat the humidity outside

or Tower Hall

New director Black leader
at kids’ center dies of cancer
continued front page 1
cation represents almost a 50 percent cut in the
center’s funds since 1981.
A.S. vice president Larry Dougherty said the
A.S. board just recently waived a stipulation preventing the center from asking for special allocations.
"I support the child care center strongly and
want to make sure there are adequate fundings to
support it," Dougherty said.
The center is funded by the state and AS. to
serve low income families first, and a very few
number of families can afford the fees charged,
Velhuis said.
"We need to develop a moderately priced income for middle-class people," Veldhuis said.

continued from page 1
blacks and Latinos were being mislabeled as mentally
retarded and put in low-achievement programs so schools
could qualify for federal funds for special education.

At least some of his claims were supported in re
search by Jane Mercer of UC Riverside, who concluded
that standardized tests have been culturally biased
against blacks and Latinos.
About 6001 the minority children who were classified
as retarded through tests 10 years ago probably were not
clinically mentally retarded, she said in a telephone interview Tuesday.
The issue has been the subject of lengthy litigation.

Lawr
‘Jedi’
brace
’The 1

Bradley was national treasurer of the separatist Re
public of New Africa until his death and was also regions
vice president for the western United States.
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LOT

Where it’s at ...

**

mew mia

366 E. William St.
in between 7th & 8th St.
SA N 5 1.11 Oo
Mon.Sat. 10:30 till 10:00 p.m.
.-..:
Sun. 11:00 till 10:00 p.m.
1... 06or
297-1132
- Phone Orders
Accepted
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There’s something NEW
at THE LARIAT!
MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL
MADNESS

25

MONDAY

Football, Draft Beer Special,
plus a weekly Swimsuit Contest

TUESDAY
Ladle’s Night
Call for details

DRAFT BEER

WEDNESDAY
Kamikaze Night
$1.00 All Night

10’ VIDEO
SCREEN

OPEN 7 NIGHTS
THE LATEST VIDEOS
LIVE MUSIC 6 NIGHTS A WEEK

THURSDAY
Weekend Kickoff Party
Margarita Night
$1.00 All Night
Call for details

FRIDAY/SATURDAY
Free Admission with this Ad
plus Early Bird Specials
Call for details

The Factory in Campbell
SPECIALISTS IN:
Travel to Europe and
the Orient
Student Travel
Tours and Packages

Jr:ECONOMY
1, IMPORTS

(408) 866-5666

ARM/MIMI
SUPPU[1.1

kiattiNeRk
ONNUNALOVAUTT’
PORIHNOOAN
PARTS

London $618 Round-trip on World Ai\rways
Frankfurt $688 Round-trip on World Airways,
Travel must be completed by Dec. 15th

Name any foreign car sold in the U.S.
... we’ve got parts for it!
We carry’ the real thing
Vera Imported Parts, the O.E.M.
quality parts that are made where the cars are made. Soil you
want the right part to keep that car performing at its best, call us.
You’ll like our prices, too!

Stop in and see our monthly specials
Student Discount Card Welcome!

Use Your Student I.D. And Save $$$

Pepper Rodgers has been named coach of the
newly formed Memphis Showboats of the USFL.
Rodgers, who also coached at the University of
Kansas and UCLA, was fired from his last coaching
position at Georgia Tech in 1979.
Rodgers’ career coaching mark in the college
ranks was 75-63-3. At KU he was 20-22-0 and took the
Jayhawks to the Orange Bowl in 1969.
Chico State University has made some academic changes. New options are now offered in art
history and studio art under the B.A. program in
Art.
New minors have also been approved in California studies, health care management. MiddleEast studies and organizational communication.
Two new certificate programs have been approved within English, basic writing and editing
and publishing.
A new special 19-unit interdisciplinary program in agriculture for liberal arts students is also
in effect.
Around Other Campuses is compiled by Staff
Writer Luther Mitchell.

for less
II) the Daily

Hong Kong $770 Round-trip on Pan Am
Dec. 15 - Jan. 20th, 1984

1026 E. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 720-8944

A University at Kansas student thanked the
office of student financial aid in a sweet way Friday
morning. Two pizza-sized chocolate chip cookies,
made by a KU student, were delivered to the office
with a small card attached.
The financial aid office would not release the
student’s name.
Each 12-inch cookie had the words "thank you"
written in M&M candies on top. The cookies were
delivered in pizza boxes. The people were expressing their appreciation for the money they received.
The student who made and sent the two large cookies expected no special favors.

Advertise

London $770 Round-trip on British Airways

SAI TRAVELS

Around

other campuses

493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-50601 9 OTHER LOCATIONS

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED
Santa Clara County
Chapter of the AIDS/KS
foundation needs people for:
telephone hotline
special projects
clerical work

Please call 298 -AIDS
Hours M -F 12-9 p.m.
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Arts/Entertainment supplement to the Spartan Daily
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Associate Editor
Denice Chambers

Some people will do anything for a laugh. Others will do
anything for attention. Combine the two, and you’ll get musicians.
Unfortunately, some bands have turned to theatrics to
replace what is lacking in their music. Maybe it’s a new age
of drama or something, but ostentatious bands don’t do a
thing for me. The quality of the music should speak for itself
When I was younger, I saw Blue Oyster Cult.
They
had a light show lasting 15 minutes, gongs, and even the
footsteps of Godzilla. As a child, all this flash visually impressed me, but even as a tyke, I recognized the blatant lack
of talent hidden under all of their pomp and circumstance.
While some bands try to impress the audience with
lights, others act out their fantasies. Mick Jagger of the
Rolling Stones is a chronic fantasy indulger. Jagger, after
strutting his entire 125 pounds, proceeds to kiss and thrust
his way into the hearts of thousands. Disgusting. 000 Mick,
keep those big lips and anorectic body away from me!
Peter Wolfe, of the J. Geils Band is another one. Have
you checked out some of their videos? They have one called
"Centerfold," with a classroom full of women, in their un-

derwear, dancing around while Wolfe stands on a desk and
oversees the group. Let’s talk fetish.
Wendy 0. of the infamous Plasmatics, uses clothespins
placed in strategic places, along with whipped cream to
fulfill her dreams. Keep it in the bedroom Wendy, OK?
Another little nasty is Angus Young of AC/DC. This
sweaty, little maniac strips off his clothes and pulls his shirt
in between his legs while moving in a suggestive fashion
Angus, you tiny bundle of sin.
From fetish let’s move to disgusting. Of course, first and
foremost there is the charmer Ozzie Osborne. The adorable
child turned bat-biting adult. For those unfamiliar with Ozzie’s act, he has been known to bite the heads off doves and
bats, whatever strikes his fancy on the day of the show. Not
really the type you’d bring home to meet your father.
This is not a recent phenomenon. Back in the begining of
punk, punkers and punkettes would bring jars of urine and
excrement to throw on Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedy’s
Getting bombed with goodies from the toilet is not my idea
of a hot concert. Makes you wonder about the audience as
well as the band.
While we’re strolling down memory lane, let’s not forget
some of the pioneers of rude stage shows, like KISS. Remember them? Trying to forget? Who could forget Gene
Simmons in his Halloween get-up with ten inch heels, spitting blood on the audience, with his ten-inch tongue. Their
theatrics didn’t stop citice they left the stage. KISS was never
interviewed without make-up. What were they hiding?
Acne?
Fee Waybill of the Tubes can fit into either the disgusting or the fetish catagory. Waybill used to masterbate on
stage, since then the show has been toned down. Now they
just have mock sex with buxom beauties. I guess Waybill
can’t get the real thing. Oh well, it’s lonely at the top. The
top of what?
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Lawrence Kasdan talks about his career and
the art of filmmaking. A scene from "The
Big Chill":
Kevin Kline and Glenn Close
play the married couple. Sarah and Harold,

other stun
Hey you! Yes you. Can we talk? We want letters.
That’s right, letters. We the editors of the Entertainer
want your input. Criticism, questions,suggestions and
compliments, of course.
Drop your thoughts by the Spartan Daily (upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall) or mail them to the Entertainer, One
Washington Square. San Jose, Ca. 95192.
Well, what are you waiting for?

trivia
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If you saw "Risky Business" you’ll remember Tom
Cruise’s memorable lip-sync
rendition of Bob Seger’s
"Old Time Rock ’n’ Roll.
’The single was re-released
last week. Although it only
made it to No. 28 on the
charts in 1979, it started out
last week at No. 89. It looks
like it might make it closer
to the top the second time
around.
* * *
L.A. fire officials are investigating the Paramount
studio fire of a month go.
They suspect arson in the
blaze that destroyed $3 million worth of outdoor sets.
Nowadays, $3 million won’t
even pay the makeup girl.
* * *
Everybody knows that
Jennifer Beals did not do her
own dancing for "Flashdance." The actress who did
dance, Marine Jahan, failed
to receive any screen credit
for her work. Luckily, the 24year-old French dancer has
a new film coming out next
year for Universal, "Streets
of Fire." Now let’s hope they
spell her name right.
* * *
For those of you who
were too young to really understand "Rowan and Mar-

tin’s Laugh In" (1968-1973),
you’ll get a second chance.
The show will be syndicated
on television starting this
week. It will be edited down
to 130 half-hour segments.
The show featured some of
the best comedians of the
day and gave a start to many
others, such as Goldie Hawn
and Lily Tomlin. Watch it
and see what people laughed
about way back then.
*

5*

The guest host of the ’83
season opener of "Saturday
Night Live" will be Brandon
Tartikoff, the president of
NBC Entertainment. Tartikoff will have a little fun at
his own expense, joking
about network programmers, among other things.
* 5 *
If you haven’t been following the story around
"The Day After," ABC’s
made-for-TV movie that depicts the gruesome aftermath of a nuclear strike
on Kansas City, you’ve been
missing a lot. There has
been speculation that the
network was pressured by
the government not to show
the supposedly very realistic
show and that advertisers
were staying away from the

For All Your
Special Days

controversy. Now it has been
announced the the two part
miniseries will begin Nov.
20. But the controversy still
continues. November 20 is
also the day that CBS will
begin their miniseries on
JFK. Some are claiming
that ABC planned it that
way, in an attempt to bury a
risky project.
* * *
Let the lame unite!
Sammy ( Doubleknit) Hagar
and Neal Schon are making
an album together. According to Sammy "The sound is
gonna be like Rush meets
Led Zepplin." I thought
Rush already was Led Zepplin.
* * *
Reknowned
fast-laner
Steven Tyler of Aerosmith
collapsed on stage in the
middle of the sixth song at a
recent Ventura gig. The
show and the remaining tour
dates were cancelled so
Tyler can rest up and recover from his exhaustion.
Better pump some iron
Steve.
* * *
Fast-footed
Michael
Jackson’s album Thriller
which recently has been selling 200,000 units a week,
passed the 8 million mark in
sales, making it the largest
selling CBS LP ever,and yes,
even surpassing the legendary first effort by Boston,
and REO’s classic state mark Hi Infidelity.
* 5*
Due out soon is a record
called Early Sessions, featuring tracks from just
about every group that’s recorded for Slash records, including X, The Blasters,
Fear, Gun Club, Rank & File
and Dream Syndicate
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vinyl review
Come on down and meet
"Trouble In the City," is
a ruralistic view of the city’s
your maker
darker
side.
The song re- Come on down and make the
J.J. Cale
stand
veals a country boy’s distrust for an unfamiliar and Come on down, come on
down, come on down!
J.J. Cale has been an unfriendly area.
And we’ll make the stand
However, Cale doesn’t
enigma in a world that deTheir current single
mands an extroverted, ego- deal exclusively with mod- .
maniacal personality to in- ern angst. Some of the songs "The Stand" asks for the
spirit of committment and
sure success or at least are actually quite light.
with
The
"Losers" is a moder- involvement,
name recogition.
always ately paced tale about not Alarm willing to join you if
has
Cale
shunned the limelight. Many quite making it in life. The you’ll join them. We’ll make
of his rabid fans don’t even song sounds almost Jimmy the stand. Not you, not me,
Buffetish in tone but carries but all of us together. The
know what he looks like.
"I never really wanted Cale’s somewhat wry view difference is crucial.
Propelled by the dual
to be famous," he says on his of life.
The biggest fault I found lead singing and strumming
new album’s liner notes.
of
Mike
Peters and Dave
with
the
album
was
Cale’s
"That kind of thing makes
choice of subject matter. Sharp, the songs combine
me very uncomfortable."
Ask any group of fresh- The musicianship displayed lush four-part backing harmen if they know who J.J. his usual sparkling riffs and monies with gritty vocals
Cale is, and chances are simple but shimmering ar- and crude no lead guitaryou’ll receive a blank stare. rangements that are really lines. Peters also handles
Unfortunately, harmonica duties giving the
What you’ve done is in- soothing.
stantly date yourself. You songs about unemployment, songs a distinct folk feeling
Eddie MacDonald, the
are now known as a "mellow drugs, liars and money are
bassist is well, basic,
dude (or woman)." Well, old hat even when J.J.
though his voice is a valuthat’s okay, those little phil- Cale writes about them.
able asset throughout. The
listines don’t know about
percussion by Twist, is
harmony anyhow just lissteady but distinctive. His
ten to Iron Maiden some- The Alarm
tangents
are well selected
time.
The Alarm
and add, rather than detrL..t
Back to the issue at
from the rhytmn feeling.
hand. That being J.J. Cale’s
Acoustic Punk? ImposEach of the five componew album, 8.
sible! The Clash meets Bob sitions is a potential anthem.
Cale has been a domiDylan. He’s got to be kid- Like U2’s "Out of Control,"
nant influence on the world
ding. Wrong, bud and nei- The Clash’s "Clampdown,"
of rock ’n roll for over a de- ther are
The Alarm. They’re and The Jam’s "A Town
cade. His amalgam of styles quite
serious.
Called Malice," these tunes
labeled "Tulsa Rock" by
And depending on the explode with youthful hope
some, consists of R&B,
source, these four young and urgency. To see The
blues, and country epit- Welsh patriots
are being Alarm perform live is to
omizes the term "laid hailed as this
season’s sing- know they mean every word
back." Such rock luminaries ing
saviours, or next year’s of it.
as Eric Clapton and Lynard forgotten
zealots.
Do it not for your
have
covered
Skynard
They are not saviours,
children
Cale’s material and given
but their self-titled debut ’Cause their lives are yet to
the tunes a harder edge
e.p. does show them to be
come
case in point: Clapton’s "CoDo it not for your own self
".eniac- brash, idealistic and uncompromising. And extremely
For freedom
8 carries on Cale’s tradihot.
"For Freedom," is the
tion admirably.
All of the songs sound
rather simplistic upon first
However,
the
listening.
more you hear songs like
0
"Unemployment,"the more
0
0
Cale’s unique arrangement
0
ability begins to come
through.
0
0
"Unemployment" is a
0
0
bluesy ode to the common
person who faces the interminable prospect of looking
for a job and the humiliation
of having to beg for work.
If you can’t use me
Can you tell me someone
who does?
This song captures the
essence of Cale’s style.
There is a softly relentless
electric -rhythm -guitar
grinding away while the
bass and drums lay down a
simple
"walking-the-dog"
rhythm line that pushes the
song along almost laconically.
Add to this Cale’s own
ascerbic acoustic lead guitar
line and haunting voice and
you have a real statement
about unemployment.
Cale has always dealt
with social trends via his
music, and this album especially reflects his views
about society in general.

8

By Mike McGuire

By have Reznicek

only live track, a crude but
faithful representation of
The Alarm’ potent concert
punch. Drummer Twist especially shines on "Freedom," becoming a virtual
whirling dervish of primal
agression and rhytmn.Not
content with mere fills, he
sets the song’s pace and
adds trademark personal
flourishes ala Keith Moon.
U2 has called The Alarm
their favorite current band,
and it’s easy to see why.
Both groups deal mostly
with ideas rather than specific issues, emphasizing
anti-war and pro-brotherhood messages. Both also
look to the 60’ as a time when
music made a difference,
not as some failed dream or
drug induced nightmare.
The Alarm also has religous overtones, though not
quite as blatant as U2’s.
Let’s lift our voices
higher
And sing our song
Keep on marching,
marching
"Marching On,"speaks
out
some sort of God,
thoug
not a Protestant
or Cat alic God, with a "He
helps those that help themselves" message. The music
is strident and it gets your
blood pumping. Like a fiery
preacher. And also like powerful modern music. A bit
heavy handed, perhaps, but
these guys are still young.
Oh yeah. You can dance
to it too. But not like you can
dance to Yaz or The Human
League or ABC.
It’s more like the way
kids used to dance to "My
Generation" and "Satisfaction" and "You Really Got
Me." Physical, hip thrust-

ing, fist pumping type dancing. If you can’t sweat to The
Alarm, you’ve probably got
gland problems.
Their only overt political
statement comes in "Across
The Border," a pulsating
crunch riff composition that
blends hard-edged acoustic
chordings with a proto-punk
pace. "An Irish love song,"
is what The Akarm sarcastically call it, and it is the closest this group gets to a love
song.
Now Mr. Ian Paisley
goes marching
From London to L.A.
He’s looking for your
sympathy
And guns and ammunition
Like Springsteen, Dylan
and Morrison, The Alarm
seeks to make a difference in
a %Odd where music is
usually looked at as product,
and success as cash tendered.
The Alarm will probably
never sell millions of albums
and the members will never
live on Surrey estates. But
then I don’t remember reading that Patrick Henry died
a rich man. Monetarily
speaking, that is.

Foreign Tongue
Taxxi

By Impressive.
Eric Hermstad

Foreign Tongue, the new
album by the British rock
trio Taxxi left that word
stuck in my head.
Taxxi continues to effectively use their proven boymeets-girl witty writing
style, combining dancible
melodies with sharp guitar
punctuations.

The three members of
Taxxi,
Jeffrey
Nead
(drums), Cohn Payne (keyboards), and David Cumming (guitar and vocals),
are all proficient writers, a
fact quite evident throughout this whole album.
"Maybe
Someday,"
"Lose Myself," and "Runaway" are all getting airplay in the Bay Area, where
Taxxi set up base camp for
the last three years after
their arrival from England.
Foreign Tongue, Taxxi’s
third album, follows the
sucessful States of Emer.
gency from last year, an
album that featured such
hits as "I’m Leaving" and
"Cocktail Queen." Their
first album was called Day
for Night.
Nead’s
rock-steady
drumming keeps the album
sailing, while the sometimes
tongue-in-cheek lyrics take
stabs at corporations, rumors,
and
of
course,
relationships, their favorite
subject.
Payne’s flowing keyboard riffs fuse perfectly
with Cummings pleading
vocals and his enjoyable guitar spasms.
Notable- cuts are the
funky "Best in the West,"
(although it may be a bit too
funky for some), and the
quick and catchy "Six Men
in New York."
Noted personnel joining
Taxxi on Foreign Tongue include Bassist Randy Jackson, who tours with them
and appeared on States of
Emergency and Tim Gorman, synthesizer player who
toured with the Who.

NUSRAT SWEETS RESTAURANT
Best Indian Food For Less
Beef, Lamb, Chicken & Vegetable Curries
Five Course Lunch
11AM 2PM

$4.25

Seven Course Dinner
5 PM
10 "’M
Lunch 7 Days A Week
Dinner 6 Days A Week
Closed Monday Evenings

$5.25

For More Information Call:

(408) 244-0794
2595 The Alameda, Santa Clara, CA 95050
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The man behind the winners

The lines above are from some of
By Carrie Hagen
’A Jedi’s strength flows from the the largest money -making films in histo1. orce. But beware of the dark side. ry.They were all written by the same
Anger. . . fear. . . aggression. The dark man: Lawrence Kasdan.
Kasdan, in the lingo of Hollywood, is
.ide of the Force are they. Easily they
flow, quick to join you in a fight. If once "hot." Not only did he write the screen.ou start down the dark path, forever plays of the above films, he also wrote
,vitt it dominate your destiny, consumer one of John Belushi’s last films, "Conti,u it will, as it did Obi-Wan’s appren- nental Divide," and wrote and directed
the modern-day film noir, "Body Heat."
Hee:.
Kasdan’s is one of this decade’s
The Empire Strikes Back
"Get back to Cairo. Get us some great success stories. Upon graduation
ansport to England. Boat . . plane, from Michigan in 1970, he took a job with
nything. Meet me at Omar’s. Be ready an advertising agency. He wrote screenr,,t- me. I’m going after that truck.
plays at night and on weekends for years
without getting an offer from a studio or
How?
I don’t know. I’m making this up an agent.
.,s Igo."
Then in 1977, Kasdan sold two
Raiders of the Lost Ark scripts in three months. Steven Spiel"No. I will never turn to the dark berg saw his "Continental Divide"
,ule. You have failed, Your Highness. I script and thought he would be a good
choice to write "Raiders of the Lost
rn a Jedi, like my father before me."
Return of the Jedi Ark." George Lucas, executive pro-

ducer, agreed .
Kasdan took six months to write
"Raiders." When he finally presented
the script to Lucas, Lucas asked him if
he would be interested in writing "The
Empire Strikes Back." Kasdan told him
he should read the "Raiders" script
first.
The next day, Lucas called and
made him a solid offer. Kasdan agreed.
Although Kasdan didn’t want to
write another script he couldn’t also direct, he agreed to write "Return of the
Jedi." He wanted to be able to finish the
story, and Lucas was very persuasive.
Now, Kasdan has a new film which
he co-produced, co-wrote, and directed.
It’s called "The Big Chill," and it’s a
radical step from his three adventurous
screenplays. It deals with the ironies of
life in its story of college friends together again for a weekend.
Kasdan, dressed casually, talked

about his career and his latest film in a
cool screening room on the Burbank studio lot. His soft West Virginia accent
gives the impression of a laid-back,
quiet man. But he speaks with an honesty and conviction about his work.
"For a long time I’ve been wanting
to do this," Kasdan said about his latest
film. "Since I left college and went on
into the world and I had some shock over
what !saw there."
Kasdan readily admits that the
seven characters in the film, in different
ways, think and feel the same way he
does.
"There’s a little bit of me in each of
them, and Barbara Benedict who wrote
it with me. And there’s a lot of the stories of our times."
The ensemble of actors were carefully picked. To give a sense of
friendship to the group, who were essentially strangers, Kasdan set aside a four-

Kasdan’s
Creations

week period of retie
"I’m a great In
It’s a time when
the script, gets tot
they’re going. No n
thusiasm they ha
much they like the
sees it the way yo
period gives you a
it, see how they’re
see if what they thin
Kasdan said.
"This was a m
Kasdan added, "an
actors who were st
was really import
long time to get to
that there would be
intimacy, that then
erences between thi
Perhaps the n
teristic of "The E
avoids resolutions
Kasdan wanted to
life to him is full
lions.
"There’s no res
that’s what the m
are things that ham
the weekend that
going to have an at
lives, but there at
how long an affe
have."

Kasdan wantei
ence with a sense
life.
"What the mo
tially for me is p
each other too gut
"These character
they know where t
are coming from,
shows the other eh
complex, or to be
thought they were.’
He realizes the
writing his film in t
ply aren’t used to it

(clockwise from above left)Luke Sky - Kevin Kline, and William Hurt. Kasdan’s
walker battles Darth Vader in "Return of creation: Indiana Jones. A scene from
the Jedi," which Kasdan wrote. Kasdan "The Big Chill," written and directed by
with his male stars from the film "The Big Kasdan.
Chill": Tom Berenger, Jeff Goldblum,

"Movies have
some of the movie
good and evil, thin
ble: villains, herc
about that at all.
people I know, wl
who do good thing
that they could cl
person.
"I find life at
what this movie’s
Although Ka
screenwriter, his c
Now he says he
screenplay unless
film.
"One of the
American movie It
didn’t write script
and in their insisti
about putting then
gone just as wrong
Kasdan said tI
with turning over
rector is the risk
changed. He’s had
in each of the three
for Lucasfilm.
"In ’Raiders’’
a little bit, not dr
ribly harmfully, a
the good of the I
slightly different
Kasdan said.
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rsal.
lever in rehearsals.
cast gets to know
ierstand where it is
atter how much enno matter how
script, no one ever
do. The rehearsal
hance to talk about
esponding to it, and
is what you think,"
vie about friends,"
. since we had eight
angers. I thought it
nt that we have a
know each other so
tome reality to their
be some shared ref>st obvious characg Chill" is that it
add easy answers.
vrite about life, and
I unanswered quesillution in my life and
Me’ reflects. There
en over the course of
seem that they’re
act on these people’s
no promises about
:t they’re going to
to leave the audiof the ambiguity of
vie was about parmaple understanding
:kly," he explained.
, repeatedly think
he other characters
Ind something later
aracters to be more
different than they
e may be a danger to
his way. People simmy more.
tended toward
that I’ve written
ts that are recognizaes. This movie isn’t
This movie is about
o do terrible things,
, and you’re amazed
me out of the same

ibiguous. And that’s
taut."
n began as a
fly goal was to direct.
sill never write a
le can also direct the
problems with the
s been directors who
taking over scripts,
lee and their worry
stamp on it, they’ve
it the main problem
script to another di!
hat the tone will be
lilferent experiences
,creenplays he wrote
r tone was changed
ideally and not terd maybe it was for
orie. But it was a
me than I wrote,"

"Jedi’ is probably closer to what we
intended than probably anything else
I’ve ever written. The spirit of the movie
was just exactly what we intended."
Although he is interested in directing someone else’s script, he admits that
they would probably feel the same way
he does.
"I’ll take one of these scripts written
by someone else," he said, "and hope
that the writer will only be midly dissapointed in the way I make it. I would try
to give the writer as much respect as I
thought I should have gotten."
Kasdan said he is influenced by
many directors, from Kurosawa to
Hawkes. He also believes that every
movie influences a filmmaker. On the
other hand, he thinks that influence is
often overemphasized.
"The technique and mechanics of
making a film dictate a lot of things and
there are certain limitations on how different films look. The basic mechanics
of making a movie raise a certain similarity in film."
Directing, Kasdan said, is basically
a job of making a series of decisions.
"The judgement about whether the
director has made the right decision, of
the thousands of decisions he makes
and literally you make hundresds every
day is left to the individual viewer. No
one else can say. So you look at the
movie and you say, ’Oh, I like that, I like
that, I like that, I hate that.’ And in your
judgement, the director has lost it in
that moment. But you may come back in
the next scene."
"All you’re going for," Kasdan
added, "Is what you hope to be the highest percentage of right decisions. Because that’s what it is, just one deicision
after another."
The decisions actually start with the
screenplay, Kasdan said. He calls writing a kind of "reduction."
"When you start to write, you start
with all the infinite possibilities of what
you can deal with and the choices you
can make. Then you immediately start
making the choices, and every choice
you make eliminates something else."
Kasdan said that "The Big Chill’’
was relatively fulfilling within his goals.
"But there were many things that I
would have liked to have done that I just
couldn’t," he added.
One thing he did was make a film
that a lot of people will be able to relate
to, even if they didn’t go to college in the
late ’60s.
"The issues that these people face in
the movie, I think everybody faces.
Really what they’re dealing with is:
How can they lead an honorable life?
How can they get what they want?
"All of these people are just rying to
get what they want. And if it’s not something that fits into their moral scheme,
then they’re rationalizing their behavior. I don’t think that has anything to do
with
their particular generation.
They’re also feeling for the first time
that maybe there aren’t endless possibilities. I think any time that people get
older they feel that."
"The movie doesn’t want to judge
the people," Kasdan added. "I’m trying
not to judge the people in my life. I’m
trying to understand them."

The season’s first thinker
tells about ironies of life
By Carrie Hagen
The difference between
the two big movie seasons
seems to
summer and fall
be growing every year. The
fare of the summer is becoming lighter and more escapist and the films of fall
are dealing more and more
with the heavy themes of life
and death, sanity and insanity, and all of the ironies of
our existence.
It may be a jolt to go
from "Return of the Jedi,"
"Porky’s II," and the other
films that you’ve become
used to this summer, to "The
Big Chill" which opens soon
in the Bay Area. Try it anyway. This film is worth it.
"The Big Chill" is about
a group of seven friends who
had been close in college, but
have grown apart since their
graduation in 1970. They
come together again to attend the funeral of an eighth
member of their group, who
has committed suicide.
Although most of them
only planned to spend the afternoon, they all decide to
stay the weekend.
What results are conversations about their lives and
what they have become. The
characters joke, confront,
judge, and try to sympathize
with one another. Many of
their confrontations break
down. Conversations end
without coming to satisfactory conclusions, but this
only adds to the reality of the
characters and the things
they are feeling.
are
characters
The
faced with their lives. The
death of their friend Alex impresses on them the fact that
their lives are not infinite.
This is the big chill of the
title. They are forced to examine what they have become. They must deicide if
they have compromised
their moral value systems or
if the decisions they have
made were all right.
For the most part, the
idealism they felt in college,
the belief that they could do
anything they wanted and
could save the world doing
it, was shattered when they
left the sheltered world of
the college and entered the
real world.
Michael (Jeff Goldblum is a journalist. But he
doesn’t work for an underground paper. He’s a "reporter" for People magazine. In order to spend the
weekend with his friends, he
must cancel an interview
With a blind baton twirler.

He dreams of owning a posh
club in L.A.
Meg ( Mary Kay Place)
is a lawyer. She began as a
public defender in Pittsburgh, defending the poor
and unfortunate. She soon
discovered her clients were
disgusting and "so absolutely guilty." She became a
real estate lawyer and
changed to defending people
who "only rape the land."
Sam (Tom Berenger I is
an actor. In college he mesmerized the theater audience. Now, he is J.T. Lancer
a Tom Selleck-like character on a shallow TV show.
Sarah (Glenn Close) and
Harold (Kevin Kline) married and had two kids. They
live in a small town in South
Carolina. She’s a doctor. He
owns and runs a small chain
of running shoe stores. He is
ready to sell out to a large
chain.
Nick (William Hurt)
went to Vietnam and got his
manhood blown off. After returning, he was a pop psychologist who gave advice on
KSFO radio. At the time of
the story, he has become a
well-paid drug dealer, hiding
his stash underneath his
beat -up Porsche. He tells
people he’s in sales.
Wil(Jobeth
Karen
liams) has married a businessman, had two sons, and
given up her writing. She is
for
looking
desperately
something else.
Have these people sold
out? Or have they led honorable lives, all things considered. That’s what the characters consider over the
course of the film. They
never really reach a decision.

But that’s what life is
like. There aren’t easy answers for us, despite what
most films seem to imply.
Lawrence Kasdan, who
co-wrote and directed "The
Big Chill," is faced with the
same problems his characters are faced with. His honesty comes through in the
film. There are no resolutions in his life, and there are
no resolutions in the lives of
the characters.
In fact, nothing is cut
and dried in the film. We are
introduced to characters and
begin -to build impressions
about them through their actions. But as soon as we’re
sure we know a character,
he or she says or does something, and we realize we
didn’t know them at all.
This works especially
well with the character of
Chloe, the "outsider" of the
group. Chloe was Alex’s
girlfriend. Apparently, he
fell in love with her because
of her uncomplicated approach to life. To put it simply, she seems to be a total
airhead. And the other characters resent her as she
seems totally unconcerned
over Alex’s death.
But the most moving
moment in the film comes
when she finally begins to
talk about Alex and tears
begin to stream down her
cheeks. Along with the characters in the film, we realize
we were wrong about Chloe.
The dialogue is real and
the film is punctuated by a
soundtrack of mostly Motown hits from the late ’60s.
The actors are uniformly excellent in their roles. Each of
the characters is presented
honestly by the actors and

the ensemble works well.
Kasdan is a believer in
rehearsal periods. For this
film, the actors rehearsed
for four weeks. This helped
The actors to get to know one
another. They really seem
like a group of very close
friends as they joke and talk
and yell at one another.
Even their expressions and
the way they move around
each other enforces the fact
that they are a group of old
friends.
"The Big Chill" is essentially a "plotless" film in the
sense that it offers no resolution, no climax and final answer.
Even
individual
scenes usually end with no
resolution.
Occassionally, I felt a
scene
was
ended
too
abruptly,
that
Kasdan
stopped it unnaturally. But
for the most part, the nonresolution of conversations
and acions was very real and
natural.
The things the characters are faced with in their
lives will appeal to everyone, since we must all examine our lives and our value
systems, and face the reality
of death.
Those who went to college in the late ’60s will
really enjoy and relate to
this film. But those of you
who are getting ready to
enter the world after college
will also enjoy this film. It
will start you thinking about
life after graduation.
Let’s fact it, the summer
movies didn’t make you
think enough. It’s time for
your brain to start going
again.

The cast of Lawrence Kasdan’s "The Big Chill."
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A starry night with Bowie

photo 1. Mike McGuire
David Bowie sings "China Girl" at Day on
the Green 5 last Saturday night.

By Jan Field
It was serious moonlight
time Saturday night when
David Bowie hit the stage of
Oakland Stadium for the last
date of his tour de force of
North America.
A superstar had indeed
arrived.
This was understood by
the 35,000 plus people that
filled the stadium, and
Bowie did an excellent job in
presenting himself to the audience as the Frank Sinatra
of the "lost generation."
The stage setting consisted of plastic columns supporting marble-like arches
of changing colors.
Gone are the days of
Sturman, Ziggy Stardust,
and the Cracked Actor. Saturday’s spectacular was
something that would have
been better suited for Ceasar’s Palace in Las Vegas
than Oakland Stadium, but it
worked.
The show opened with
"Look Back in Anger" from
the same Lodger album that
RCA claimed was a commercial failure. But, Bowie
has no reason to look back in
anger.
Since his first major hit
"Space Oddity" in 1969,
Bowie, with his ever changing personality and styles,

has proved the most influential trendsetter in popular
music. He hasn’t sold that
many singles, especially not
stateside, where "Fame"
was his first hit in 1975, but
his albums have set the musical course for much of
what passes for "new wave"
today.
Bowie was responsible
for glitter rock and Ziggy
Stardust in 1972, and he
and funkplayed soul
inspired dance music in 197576 with Young Americans
and Station to Station.
He also collaborated
with Brian Eno on three albums: Low, Heroes and
Lodger, creating an electronic ambiance that was to set
the trend for the British popular music that followed.
With the recent smash
Let’s Dance, Bowie has established himself as the first
No
synthetic superstar.
other character in contemporary popular culture has
survived so many transitions so succesfully, not to
mention his movie career.
Now it is all about dollars.
Bowie plugged in some
songs from his least known
albums; the opening number
and "Red Sails" from

"Lodger." "What in the
"Breaking
and
World"
Glass" from Low. Albums
that were marked down to
minimum price a year after
release and can still be found
in the bargain racks of most
record stores.
Backed by two saxophones, two back-up singers,
a keyboardist, syntheziser
player, drums, bass and two
lead guitar players, Bowie is
almost back to the "Spiders
from Mars" line-up from the
vintage 70’s shows.
Carlos Alomar and Earl
Slick on guitars provided the
only musical improvisations
of the evening. The electrofied "Station to Station"
worked especially well with
added guitar sound. Slick,
however, occasionally carried it a little too far. The
Thin White Duke can well do
without three minute guitar
solos.
Of course, he played
"Let’s Dance" and "China
Girl," songs from his latest
album. These drew the loudest recognition from the
crowd.
His version of Lou
Reed’s "White Light, White
Heat" was slick and tight,
with little room for added
touches. But it worked well.

Bowie rarely talks to the
audience, but at this concert
he did. He even introduced
the band.
"And my name is David
Bowie." Aahh, but we knew
that
Bowie covered most of
his career during the two
well -choreographed
hour,
show, played under an almost full moon looming over
the stadium.
Sporting a smooth suit
and tie, and fashionable
short hair cut, Bowie did
give the audience a taste of
his vocal range. "Life on
Mars" from Hunhy Dory, a
minor British hit in 1971, was
perfect for a clear starry
Saturday night.
Bowie did only one song
from the legendary The Rise
and Fall of Ziggy Stardust
and the Spiders from Mars.
However, the song, "Star,"
was appropriately chosen.
On "Cracked Actor," a
little routine from the Diamond Dogs tour was performed. Bowie the actor sat
in a director’s chair while
looking at a skull and singing. All perfectly timed with
the back-up singer handing
out the props at just the right
time.

Bowie refused to bend
down to receive roses from a
beautie in the audience, but
that was the only thing missing. A perfect showman, he
grinned in all the right
places, and gave most of the
audience just what they
wanted.
He embellished "Stay"
Croissant.
Parisian
to
Le
you
brings
doldrums
dinner
with wonderful added guitar
Vacation horn breakfast boredom, luncheon left-overs, and
work, and presented a fair
Clip the coupons and experiment. Treat yourself to a meal or snack that’s
version of "Jean Genie."
unique and doesn’t dampen your budget.
After years of struggling
Open for any meal Mon -Fri., 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
financially, while critics
have run out of superlatives
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
San Salvadore
in the first paragraph of
each album review, Bowie
346 East William St.
has finally made it big. No
doubt this is well deserved,
San Jose, CA 95112
but one must wonder where
(408) 292-3848
the creativity behind his
Williams St.
motto has gone. He once said
that "I’m never safe. I like
LeParisian I
to take chances in whatever
Croissant
I do."
The show had all the
grace and dignity you would
expect, and "put on your red
Le Parisian Croissant
Le Parisian Croissant
shoes and dance the blues"
sure sounds nice, but it certainly isn’t very creative or
chancy.
Ham & CheeseCroissant
At 36, Bowie has sucPlus a Coke
cessfully done what Bryan
Ferry, Roxy Music’s lead
Turkey
Ham & Cheese
singer never did, becoming a
Sausage
Salami
world class entertainer of
Roast Beef
Pastrami
the most glamorous type.
This was more than a concert, it was indeed an eve(Good up to 5 Orders)
Expires Oct. 1, 1983
(Good up to 5 Orders)
Expires Oct.. 1983
ning with David Bowie. Too
had cocktails weren’t in( luded.

LE PARISIAN CROISSANT
French Bakery

SJSU

fai

Croissant Sandwiches

$180

’170
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Vietnam book tells it as it was
By Jennifer Koss
John Del Vecchio portrays the daily tortures endured by
American soldiers as only a Vietnam veteran could. The
result is a penetrating probe into the hypocrisy of the men
who commanded the war and an unsettling glimpse into the
minds of the men who waged it.
"The 13th Valley" takes us on a journey into the mental
an infantry
and physical anguish of the "boonierats"
division comprised of men bound to each other by need and
circumstance as well as by friendship.
Del Vecchio’s style is clear and concise. He doesn’t
mince words, but tells it like it was. Once begun, "The 13th
Valley" screams to be finished.
The boonierats are veterans of the bush, wise in the
ways of the jungle and continually aware of their dependency on one another for survival. They are proud of the
loyalty and comraderie that make their unit tough, but have
a low tolerance for foolishness. Fools die, and a boonierat’s
goal is to stay alive.
James Vincent Chelini is newly-arrived in Vietnam and
assigned to the boonierats’ outfit. Chelini is promptly
dubbed "Cherry,"a name traditionally applied to all battlevirgins.
Chelini and the boonierats are ordered on a military
expedition into a North Vietnamese supply station labeled
the "13th valley." Their mission is to eliminate Viet Cong
soldiers and destroy their operation.
Through Chelini’s painful transformation from idealistic college student to battle-hardened soldier, Del Vecchio
reveals the inhumanities of war. He shows us the thin line
separating man from beast and sane from mad.
The questions pondered by the boonierats are universal
questions of war and morality, love and hate and fear. In
Lieutenant Brooks, the college-educated black philosopher
leading the boonierats, Del Vecchio portrays the frustrations of a man searching for answers to unanswerable questions.
Brooks struggles to cope with memories of his marriage
to a beautiful artist - a marriage now on the brink of destruction. Brooks himself continually feels on the verge of
an answer to the question obsessing him - why do men wage
war? But always, the answer eludes him.
Brooks’ friend and experienced boonierat scout, Egan,
appears competent and self-sufficient to the other soldiers,
but he is a man plagued by doubt and loneliness. He is
fearless in the jungle unless confronted by one of the huge

spiders native to the forests. His irrational fear of the harmless bugs suggests a nature more complex than Egan reveals to his companions.
Death constantly surrounds and engulfs the boonierats.
The physical discomforts of jungle life, the isolation and
ignorance of American commanders, and the tempests
within their personal lives back in the "World" push them to
mental and physical exhaustion.
"Don’t mean nothin" is their litany and often their sole
link to sanity. It allows them to dismiss unsolvable problems

from their minds and to focus their strengths on staying
alive.
Del Vechhio’s descriptions are infinitely detailed and
often gory. He has written a credible and enlightening account of a tragic and dubious war, the kind of story that
could only have been written by a man who was there.
"The 13th Valley" is not a pretty book. It is not about
glory. It is about ordinary men trying desperately to answer
the question: Why are we here? And trying even more desperately to survive.

In 1964, Eddie Wilson
had it all.
He had genius,
he had vision.
he had the hottest
rock & roll band
in the country.
Then suddenly one night.
his car went off a bridge
His body was never found.

Bug Problems?

Now, twenty years later.
the mystery of Eddie Wilson
begins to unravel
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the Final Word
day, Camera One will be
MOVIES
Camera One will show showing two other good
two great films tonight. The films. First is "Harold and
first is the San Jose pre- Maude," an off-beat film
miere of the Swedish "Flight about a 19-year-old boy who
of the Eagle." a true adven- continually fakes his own
ture story by Jan Troell death for attention and a 79about a group of Norwegian year-old hot-rodding woman
scientists whose hot-air bal- who form a friendship. This
loon went down in the Arctic film has developed quite a
in 1895. The film is often cult following since its 1972
slow-moving, but the inten- premier. It’s a tale full of
humor and commentary
sity carries it through.
The second film is Akira about life, with a tasteful
Kurosawa’s "Dersu Uzala." score by Cat Stevens.CH
The second film is last
It tells the story of the
friendship between the Rus- year’s "The World Accordsian explorer Vladimer Ar- ing to Garp," starring Robin
senyeu and his guide Dersu Williams in the adaption of
Uzala and is set in the Sibe- John Irving’s serio-comic
rian wilderness. The film bestseller. The film is about
won an Academy Award for everything: life and sex and
love and death and jealousy.
best foreign film in 1975. CH
Glenn Close and John Lith* * *
Saturday through Mon- gow were both nominated

for an Academy Award for
supporting roles. Close plays
Garp’s sensitive mother and
Lithgow plays a transexual,
Roberta Muldoon. This film
will soon be out of release, so
see it now.
COMEDY
Back by popular request
is the all new Duck’s Breath
the
Theatre,at
Mystery
Camera One Friday night.
This is live comedy and features skits like "Zarda -Cow
From Hell," "Mr. Science,"
and "Randy of the Redwoods". Shows begin at 7:30
and 9:45.DR
MUSIC
Send in the goon squad,
call out this year’s girl, and
prepare to pump it up; Elvis
is back. The Cole Porter of
the 80’s, Elvis Costello
comes to the Greek Theater

Quarterflash will open for Rick Springfield this weekend.

Wo m a

Duck’s Breath Mystery Theater will perform at Camera One.
in Berkeley tommorow night
at 8. Costello helped usher in
the new-wave back in 1977,
and has been the most eloquent singer-song writer to
come out of the wave. The
innovative Aztec Camera
will open the show. Tickets
are 812.50 for general and
$14.00 for reserved.DR
* * *
Don’t expect to.hear any
Led Zepplin oldies if you go
to see Robert Plant at The
Oakland Coliseum Wednesday night at 8. The Zep’s former lead screacher will only
do material from his two
solo albums Pictures at 11,
and Principle of Moments.
The main (some would say
only) reason to see Plant is
because Phil Collins will be
his drummer. Tickets are

615.00. DR
* * *
The Concord Pavillion
offers two for the price of
one on Sunday and Monday
nights when Rick Springfield
team
and
Quarterflash
up.Big Rick of Gen. Hospital
fame will offer a kiddie hittie
parade, while The Portland
Quarterfunksters handle babysitting duties. The show
starts at 7.DR
* * *
For a change of pace try
the San Jose Symphony.
Maestro George Cleve conducts tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. Guest soloist is
violinist Daniel Kobialka.
Shows are at the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts. The program is Bach/Suite No. 3; Henry Brant -

/Litany of Tides; and Beethoven/Symphony No. 5.
Remember, it’s good for
you. And as they say in
"Flashdance," you may be
able to see the music. CH
THEATER
This weekend the previews of "Woman of the
Year" begin at the Golden
Gate Theater in San Francisco. The smash broadway
play stars Lauren Bacall in a
role people have said she
was born to play. It’s full of
music and dance and witty
dialogue. Shows are 8:30
p.m. tomorrow and 2:30 and
8:30 Saturday. The play officially opens Sunday and
runs through Nov. 6. Tickets
are 816-830. If your budget is
tight, balcony seats aren’t
bad in this theater.CN
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.

DOS BRUIS

LTHE UNCOMMON MPORTJ

lisiu-jung Lee lies in th
struck by a car on E
Wednesday. She is beit
paramedic team and S
Campus Police before
hospital by ambulance

SJSU th(
to offer n
By Warren Bates
SJSU will be the only unive
in the Bay Area to offer a mast:
fine arts degree ( M.F.A. for
ater arts students beginning in
fall of 1984. SJSU is one of on]
universities nation-wide that
offer the degree out of app:
mately 1000 universities that I
theatre arts programs.
The department received aF
val from the Chancellor’s office
summer to provide the degree.
Richard Parks, an SJSU s
ciate professor of theatre arts,
be the M.F.A. coordinator. He
the program will result in more
ater productions at SJSU.

Benefit cm
at Student

